Harold E. Edgerton
Faculty Achievement Award Recipients

2020  Alex K. Shalek  
Chemistry

2019  Vivienne Sze  
Electrical Engineering and Computer Science

2018  Vinod Vaikuntanathan  
Electrical Engineering and Computer Science

2017  Amos Winter  
Mechanical Engineering

2016  Katharina Ribbeck  
Biological Engineering
   Jesse Thaler  
Physics

2015  Kay Tye  
Brain and Cognitive Sciences

2014  Nickolai Zeldovich  
Electrical Engineering and Computer Science

2013  Graham Jones  
Anthropology

2012  Tanja Bosak  
Earth, Atmospheric, & Planetary Sciences

2011  Jonathan Kelner  
Mathematics
   Rebecca Saxe  
Brain and Cognitive Sciences

2010  Markus J. Buehler  
Civil and Environmental Engineering

2009  Krystyn Van Vliet  
Materials Science and Engineering

2008  Jay Scheib  
Music and Theater Arts

2007  Nergis Mavalvala  
Physics

2006  David I. Kaiser  
Program in Science, Technology, and Society

2005  Erik Demaine  
Electrical Engineering and Computer Science
   Emma Teng  
Foreign Languages and Literature

2004  Catherine L. Drennan  
Chemistry
   Muriel Medard  
Electrical Engineering and Computer Science

2003  Hari Balakrishnan  
Electrical Engineering and Computer Science

2002  Peter H. Seeberger  
Chemistry

2001  Justine Cassell  
Media Arts and Sciences
   Seth Lloyd  
Mechanical Engineering

2000  L. Mahadevan  
Mechanical Engineering

1999  Tania Baker  
Biology

1998  Steven B. Leeb  
Electrical Engineering

1997  Julie Dorsey  
Architecture

1996  Anne E. C. McCants  
History
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1995  Jacqueline N. Hewitt
      Physics

1994  Martha L. Gray
      Electrical Engineering and Computer Science

1993  Jesús A. del Alamo
      Electrical Engineering and Computer Science

1992  Henry Jenkins
      Literature

1991  Mehran Kardar
      Physics

1990  Stephen L. Buchwald
      Chemistry

1989  John N. Tsitsiklis
      Electrical Engineering and Computer Science

1988  Peter C. Perdue
      History

1987  Sylvia T. Ceyer
      Chemistry

1986  Jeffrey H. Lang
      Electrical Engineering and Computer Science

1985  Robert C. Berwick
      Computational Linguistics

1984  Joshua Cohen
      Political Science

      Jae S. Lim
      Electrical Engineering and Computer Science

1983  Isabelle de Courtivron
      Foreign Languages and Literatures

      Warren P. Seering
      Mechanical Engineering